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Creating truthful performances is an actor’s goal. The
preparation, the work, the journey is all about
delivering a believable performance that transports
the audience somewhere new and emotionally
stimulating. It is the responsibility of the actor. It is
his job, and therefore one that should have proper
time spent to ensure it happens to the satisfaction of
the audience. 

This tall order demands that the actor has a strong
knowledge of technique and skill that works for her
consistently. Even with her skill set in tact, there are
times when an actor can feel disconnected. And with
the demand to perform still looming, actors often
resort to performing without the same connection
they expect to have. The occasional “phoned in”
performance—essentially performing without a
genuine connection, but rather creating the illusion of
this connection for your audience—is not something

to worry too much about. Most actors have been there, especially when a role is particularly
emotionally demanding. 

A larger problem occurs, however, when an actor is unaware they are doing this. The actor has either
become disconnected somewhere along the way or never was connected to begin with and doesn’t
know it. Being able to have a sense of when you are missing the connection and not being truthful is
important for your career and the longterm. Here are two ideas to consider that can help you achieve
a greater truth more consistently.
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1. There is truth in doing.1. There is truth in doing. The action is the way to achieve the character’s objective. The
emotional truth of your character lives in what your character needs. What he wants is what drives
your moments. Your connection to what you need is what will give you a more truthful performance.
To connect stronger to what you need, you need to connect to what you are doing. Concentrate on
the action in each moment and commit to playing that action and you will be led truthfully to the
next one. If you feel that you have nothing to do, then you will not be able to connect to why you are
there, and then not connect to what you need from being there. Without the connection to what you
need from being there, you will not feel engaged enough to deliver your moments truthfully.

2. When you can listen, you can react truthfully.2. When you can listen, you can react truthfully. If you have to act like you are listening to
someone, you are not listening to them. If you are planning how you are going to respond to
someone, you are not listening to them. If you are already aware of what will happen after the
moment you are in, you are not listening to the moment you are in. Acting like we are listening and
actually listening are two very different things. Every time you listen to someone in a moment, or
listen to any stimulus in a moment, you need to listen for something new that you have never heard
before, a word, a tone, a meaning, your heartbeat, the wind—something that makes that moment
new and reminds you that you are listening. That new thing will make it truthful.

These two ideas are particularly helpful because they are grounded in the foundational techniques
we all use. To consistently achieve truthful performances (including truthful auditions), you must
develop a rehearsal process that promotes these skills. Truth and believability cannot be flukes, they
should not be rare occurrences. The occasional “phoned in” moment does happen, but with a well
developed preparation process and a sense for what you are doing and how well you listen, you can
keep them to a minimum and know how to remedy them when they occur. 

Inspired by this post? Check out our Inspired by this post? Check out our audition listingsaudition listings!!

Lisina StoneburnerLisina Stoneburner is an Atlanta-based acting coach, founder of the Company Acting Studio,
and Backstage Expert. For more information, check out Stoneburner’s full bio! 

The views expressed in this article are solely that of the individual(s) providing them,
and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Backstage or its staff. 
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